On the occasion of the Spanish cycling race La Vuelta which starts in
the Netherlands this summer, Stedelijk Museum Breda and Artist-inResidence Witte Rook have initiated a cultural program which will take
place in the three cities that are the main host of the Vuelta: Utrecht,
Breda and 's-Hertogenbosch. The program consists of lectures in
which the exchange of ideas between contemporary Dutch and Spanish
art and culture will be key. Artists and curators from the Dutch and
Spanish art world reflect on their artistic practice and their experiences
of being a 'migrant-artist', curator or person, in light of our shared
history. The program will take place on Friday the 17th of June,
Saturday the 18th of June in Breda, and on Sunday the 19th of June in
Den Bosch.

Organizing partners
This program is part of the activation program of La Vuelta Holanda and is a
collaboration of Witte Rook with Stedelijk Museum Breda, Het Noordbrabants
Museum, Willem Twee Kunstruimte and art historian Krista van der Bron with
support from Instituto Cervantes, Kunstliefde – space for visual arts and De
Nijverheid. This program was made possible by La Vuelta Holanda, KLEIO
Foundation, the Municipality of ‘s-Hertogenbosch, the Municipality of Breda, the
Municipality of Utrecht and Utrecht Marketing.

Program Utrecht

13:30 – 15:00 Domtoren:
Reception by Utrecht Marketing and a cityguide
15:15 – 16:15 Kunstliefde:
Exhibition visit ‘De Belofte’
16:45 – 18:00 De Nijverheid:
Studio- and exhibition visit
18:00 – 19:00 De Nijverheid:
Diner
19:30 – 21:00 Instituto Cervantes:
Lectures by Elena Prado and Vanesa Abajo Pérez

Krista van der Bron
Krista van der Bron (1992) is an art historian who works as researcher, writer, and
curator. She focuses on modern and contemporary Spanish and Dutch art. Her main
interest is based on how artists reflect on societal, political, and historical themes in their
work. She likes to search for the connection between The Netherlands and Spain, the
two countries she feels a strong connection to. Krista works among others for Stedelijk
Museum Schiedam, QKunst, Tableau Fine Arts Magazine and a private collector. She
works and lives in Utrecht and Barcelona.
Website: www.linkedin.com/in/krista-van-der-bron-0952b1aa/
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De Domtoren
The iconic Domtoren is the symbol of Utrecht and with its 112 meter in height, the
largests church tower of The Netherlands. For centuries, the tower has been the center
of the city, and since the recent restoration, you can go higher than ever. The first stone
was laid in 1312. It was built for 60 years, and in 1382 the building was finished. During a
destructive storm in 1674, the tower and the church were separated. At this moment,
the tower is under restoration. This restoration will be finished in 2024.
During our visit to the Domtoren, we will learn more about its history and its connection
to the Dutch relation with Spain.
Website: www.domtoren.nl

Kunstliefde
Kunstliefde, Ruimte voor Beeldende Kunst, offers a variable exhibition program in which
the focus lies on contemporary art, artists from Utrecht, and young makers. The
Genootschap Kunstliefde was founded in 1807 as an institute for drawing. This makes it
one of the oldest artist associations of The Netherlands. The association consists of
more than 140 professional artists from Utrecht and the rest of the country. Kunstliefde
is organizer of the Utrechtse Atelierroute and UtrechtDownUnder (contemporary art on
special locations in Utrecht) and co-initiator of the platform Art Utrecht.
The exhibition 'De Belofte' is the result of a project for recently graduated artists,
organised by Kunstliefde. During this trajectory, several meetings and workshops are
organised for the participants. The period is ended with a group exhibition. This project
is guided by a professional projectteam, this edition consisting of: Bart Schalekamp,
Maan Hermsen and Krijn Kroes.
Website: www.kunstliefde.nl/de-belofte

Sanne van Balen
"From a personal fascination with the function of language and how language is shaped
in more than ‘text’ alone, I look around. I connect these abstract ideas directly to the
environment in which I find myself." Website: https://sannevanbalen.nl/

Margot Domart
"During my study of fine arts at Gerrit Rietveld Academie and during the Sonology
course at Conservatorium in Den Haag I gathered deep experiences in various
disciplines like body movement, listening and meditation practice. It resulted in being a
great inspiration for my artwork, working with visual perception to connect with our
physical sensations from its limits to its limitless. I create a space that opens the
sensitivity of the visitor to resonance. The notion of energy and vibration and their
interaction with the body, are at the core of my visual and sound interest." Website:
https://margotdomart.com/

Jaehyun Kim
"Our species set off from the foothill of a mountain range that we knew nothing about,
and we have never stopped climbing. We don’t know where we are, certain things aren’t
likely to be true, we don’t know what should be protected, what should be obscured.
Echoed inside of each of Jaehyun’s paintings is this climbing, a mechanism of selection
with its own inherent speed. Abundance, regeneration, extraction, depletion, each
element mirrors Nature’s adjustments. Creatures who build paintings while soaking
them in stillness, paintings vulnerable in the fragile balance of their systems. On the
fringes of each is a question spreading to the center: what is the speed of things?"
Website: https://vitbangul.com/bio.html

Monika Nowak
"In spatial installations I like to unfold stories inspired by dramatic, real life events. Within
props, I create a setting that captures the moment in time between what has already
happened and what might still occur. It is a timeless fragment that is clearly part of a
story, but without revealing its entirety. This leaves the spectator to stumble upon
mysterious clues, laden with suspense, that could help put what really happened
together piece by piece."

Claire Wymer
Claire Wymer is a Swiss Italian visual artist and researcher based in Amsterdam who
graduated from the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 2021. Her practice develops around the
sensorial body. It depicts it as the primal medium through which we take in the world,
and it questions the influence that scientific and linguistic knowledge has in this process.
In line with this questioning, she aims to immerse and activate one's sensorial
understanding. This process gives life to large scale and often site-specific installations,
where the extensive layering of mediums stimulates a feeling of intellectual
displacement
and
an
urge
for
physical
exploration.
Website:
https://www.clairewymer.com/

Jui-Tsz Shiu
Jui-Tsz Shiu is a visual artist who interprets her understanding, memory and corporeality
of places, through her artworks. Shiu combines installation, video and sculpture to
create fictions or actions in order to recall and approach these perceptual experiences
and fantasies. Simultaneously, she observes flows and projections of the place that is inbetween cognition and reality. Her recent work explores the mental processes of (new)
immigrants who are crossing places, by taking to spatial matters as a metaphoric and
symbolic form of spirituality. Website: https://www.shiujuitsz.com/

Joost Vermeer
"My name is Joost Vermeer (1997) and I currently live and work in Rotterdam. I recently
graduated from the Willem de Kooning Academy with a bachelor in Fine Arts. The
medium of painting is central to my artistic practice. For me, painting is an expressive act
that manifests itself in an intuitive process. The inspiration for this work comes from the
urban environment in which I find myself. The moments in which the architectural
elements of our created environment are in transition fascinate me. These are mainly
the different compositions of corrosion, damage and wear that the city has to offer."
Website: http://www.joostvermeer.nl/

Marloes Roeper
By paying close attention to her daily environment, Marloes Roeper (NL, 1998) continues
to find shapes, objects, and compositions that trigger her desire to paint them. This
desire is not evoked by the particular beauty of these findings, but rather by her
fascination for the way in which we recognise, or even attach meaning, to nothing but a
few brushstrokes (or their absence) on the canvas. Website: https://marloesroeper.com/

Hannah Meijer
"In my work I try to tell stories. I often use two components that are opposite of each
other. Often one is of natural or textile origin and the other is clinical or scientific. The
differences between hard and soft, intuitive and analytical are highlighted in this. I try to
bring these qualities to the forefront in a symbolic way in my material use. The ideas of
imprisonment, oppression and containment; not giving something the space it seems to
need are part of this. Together, my work forms an installation with non-operative
experiments and objects." Website: https://www.hannahmeijer.nl/

Esmee van Zeventer
"While moving around I get stimulated by something that makes me lost in a scene that
might have happened, or might be about to happen. I take photographs with the desire
to better understand the world around me -or to not understand and escape. With the
images I attempt to create this world which can neither be grasped nor defined but lets
me want to linger into this forever foreign place."

De Nijverheid
De Nijverheid is a cultural freeport full of artists from all kinds of disciplines. Over fifty
artists call this their second home, making De Nijverheid an artistic hub that sparks new
creativity, unexpected collaborations and experiments. Disciplines vary from
photography to fine art, from miniature art to gigantic installations of steel and from
illustration to robotic art. De Nijverheid harbours not only artists’ studios/ateliers but
also three indoor exhibition areas and one outdoor art exhibition on the waterfront
(KunstKoers). This concerns both upcoming artists who have graduated recently from
the art academy, as well as artists who have been in the art world for a while already.
The exhibitions are all located on unusual sites: a former prostitute boat from the
famous and ‘Zandpad’-area in Utrecht (Exboot), a space that used to be the reception
area of the building (Kunsthal Kloof) and two industrial containers attached to each
other (The Tunnel).
De Nijverheid also has a widely diverse multi-disciplinary cultural programme
throughout the year, with experiment, crossing borders/disciplines and non-conformism
at its core. In summertime most of these shows and performances move to the outside
terrace, so make sure to check out their programme for this summer!
Website: http://www.denijverheid.org/

Britte Koolen
Inspired by the words of John Maede: “When there is less, we appreciate everything
much more”, the work of Britte Koolen (1994) consists of minimalistic sculptural
installations and wallsculptures. Driven by minimalistic approaches such as reusage,
regulation and reduction, Britte’s work embraces our universal wish to create order in
chaos. It is necessary to pause, take a moment, and to eventually search for the essence.
Britte is inspired by everyday events. Architecture, maps, but also a conversation, can be
the motivation for new work. Simplifying and abstraction play a large role in creating
work. Precision is the key. Imperfections that rise during the working process, can be
removed, but can also be amplified to become formal elements in their own right. The
installations appear difficult or intelectual, but are best discovered not through analytical
contemplation, but by walking around them, seeing them from all different angles, and
experiencing them as they are and as you are in the space. The position of the
sculptures inside the installations creates suspense for the spectator, caught in the
moment of decisiveness or indecisiveness. One millimeter to the left, or one millimeter
to the right, can suddenly mean everything. Website: https://brittekoolen.nl

Tim Wunderink
In the simple but balanced work of Tim Wunderink (Alkmaar, 1991) you will find materials
from the hardware store and the thrift shop taking the lead role. Though hardly any
paint can be found, his work strongly refers to painting and its tradition. Tim looks at the
composition and the distribution of colour on a surface like a painter would.
The foundation of working with these materials is a fascination for building-sites. Just
like such a site allows you to see the inside of a building, or even its layers between the
floor and the ceiling; in a similar manner, Tim looks to an old, leaky air matress and
wonders what it would look like from the inside. It allows him to discover patterns and
shapes, creating a certain rhythm.
Through framing fragments or combining them in an installation, elements are shared
with the viewer, who is enabled in its turn to rediscover a material. According to Tim, the
inside of an object often is purely functional. And this is precisely what he wants to show,
because through giving it a different function and context, something new arises.
Besides working as an artist and having a studio within De Nijverheid, Tim is one of the
initiators of Kunsthal Kloof. Website: https://www.timwunderink.nl

Instituto Cervantes
The Instituto Cervantes is the world's largest institution dedicated to the teaching of
Spanish. As the official Spanish Language and Cultural center, founded by the
Government of Spain in 1991, its mission is to promote Spanish language and to foster
knowledge of the cultures of Spanish-speaking countries.
They offer general language courses at all levels. Their students have free access to the
library, with a wide selection of Spanish and Latin American literature, films, music and a
large virtual catalogue. All their teachers are Spanish speaking. The courses are held in
Spanish. They currently offer courses in Utrecht, Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague.
They also offer an attractive and diverse program of cultural activities.
Website: https://utrecht.cervantes.es/nl/default.shtm

Elena Prado
Elena Prado studied Fine Arts at the University of Salamanca, the Gerrit Rietveld
Academy in Amsterdam and the Jan van Eyck Academy in Maastricht. Elena Prado
permanently settled in the Netherlands in 2003. In her work, Prado focuses on
investigating the changes in our social thinking within a multicultural society. Prado is
very interested in promoting mediation processes and working on memory through
collaborations with communities. This has been reflected in the project 'Brieven uit
Spanje' (Letters from Spain) that has taken place in Breda in 2020, and of which the
results have been published in 2021.
Website: https://www.kunstinstituutmelly.nl/nl/people/1171-elena-prado

Vanesa Abajo Pérez
Vanesa Abajo Pérez (1979) is a filmmaker and multimedia artist. She was born in Spain
but grew up in the Netherlands and has always been in between these two countries.
She studied Journalism and Film Studies at the Complutense University in Madrid. She
obtained a Master of Arts from the HKU and specialised in the application of film
narratives within digital media. After graduating, she initially worked in advertising on
many award winning campaigns at festivals such as Spin Awards, Golden Drum, Webby,
ADCN, Cristal Advertising Awards, New York Festival, Cresta and many others. In the
meantime, she also made several short fiction films, which were screened
internationally. In 2016 there was an important turning point in her career. When her
aunt became terminally ill, she made her first short documentary LA CASA DE PIEDRA, in
which she portrayed her aunt through the eyes of the space this woman once inhabited.
From that moment onwards, Vanesa devoted herself completely to making artistic
documentaries. In September 2020, Vanesa's first full-length documentary LIFE IS
DREAM premiered at the Netherlands Film Festival in the Golden Calf competition. In
2021 her documentary I AM NOT MY BODY premiered as part of a solo exhibition at the
Dutch Funeral Museum Tot Zover. Part of this work will be exhibited this year during
DOCUMENTA FIFTEEN in Kassel. Currently she is working on her second full-length film
about the volcanic eruption on the island La Palma and the construction of human
based on hope. Vanesa makes artistic films about universal themes, in which people and
their relationship to their surrounding world are central. She also works as an advisor for
the Amsterdam Fund for the Arts.
Website: https://spanishfilmfestival.nl/guest/vanesa-abajo/

Program Breda

11:00 – 12:30 Witte Rook:
Reception and lunch
12:45 – 13:45 Stadspark Valkenberg:
Historical tour and Prado exhibition
14:00 – 15:30 Stedelijk Museum Breda:
Lectures by Sarah Rose Guitian Nederlof and Agustín Pérez Rubio
16:00 – 17:00 Studiocomplex Overakkerstraat:
Studio visits
17:00 – 18:00 Studiocomplex De School:
Studio visits and drinks

Witte Rook
Witte Rook is an Artist-in-Residence and online platform that focuses on artists, artistic
processes and the reciprocal relation to the environment. Our program centralises
research, experiment, talent development and digital storytelling. Artists are offered
short and long term residencies, in which residency periodes intentionally overlap so
exchange and interaction are stimulated. These residencies do not only serve to enrich
the artist’s practice; they are equally a process of exchange with the environment that
naturally influences the work itself (and when possible, leads to new relationships).
Besides the residencyprogram, Witte Rook functions as an online platform that reports
on and shares artistic processes amongst others, to create dialogue and insight into the
artistic practice. The platform also publishes art-related articles and interviews. As a
member of AIR platform Brabant, Witte Rook supports this platform’s vision to play a
concrete role in further developing the possibilities for artistic careers and the art
climate more generally in the region.
Website: www.witterook.nu

Esther van Rosmalen
Esther Van Rosmalen (1970) is the artistic leader at Witte Rook. She studied Fine Arts at
AKV|St.Joost Breda, worked at several cultural institutions (CBK ’s-Hertogenbosch, CBK
West-Brabant, Electron, AIR platform Brabant), and worked on various special projects
(amongst others for Kunstvlaai, Lokaal 01, Stedelijk Museum Breda). Esther participated
in the pilot program LinC Brabant (initiated by Utrecht University) in which business and
leadership in the cultural field are explored. Her speciality is writing about artistic
processes and taking interviews with artists, and in addition, she also works as a mentor
for several artists, guiding their practices. Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/esthervan-rosmalen-96317425/
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Roeliena Aukema
Roeliena Aukema (1991) is researcher and curator in the field of contemporary art. She
studied Fine Arts at St. Joost School of Art and Design, and holds a master degree in Art
and Media Studies from Tilburg University. She specializes in digital art and culture, in
which she focuses on the question how art can occupy space in the digital age.
Roeliena’s research and writings are found in various magazines and projects, and she
works as project coordinator at Witte Rook in Breda.
Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/roeliena-aukema-1041b1219/

Eef Schoolmeesters
Eef Schoolmeesters (1992) is a project coordinator at Witte Rook. She studied Fine Arts
at AKV|St.Joost Breda and obtained a master’s degree (cum laude) in Philosophy of
Humanity and Culture from Tilburg University. She is interested in the relation between
art, politics, philosophy and aesthetics in light of contemporary crises. Besides her
individual artistic practice, Eef organizes, produces, initiates, and coordinates various art
projects (amongst others at project 168H, Gastatelier Leo XIII, project 24x24), and she is
part of artist’s collective YAFF. Website: www.eefschoolmeesters.nl

Valkenbergpark
The Valkenbergpark was castel garden for the Heren van Breda until 1812. Its name is
attributed to the ‘falcon house’ that was positioned on the edge of the park and from
which the residents of the castle and their guests hunted on falcons. The park used to
be solely accessible for the residents of the castle and their guests, but nowadays it is a
lovely meetingplace. Students sit there in the sun, or shade underneath the century old
trees. Fathers and mothers let their children play on the playground. And many
chickens, geese, and rabbits have made the park their home. The Valkenbergpark is
regularly used for events.

Prado
On the occasion of La Vuelta, which takes place in Breda on Sunday the 21st of August,
you can enjoy the Prado exhibition in public space this whole Summer. Installed on the
fences of the Valkenbergpark, the Spanish story of Breda is being told. Together with the
Prado Museum in Madrid, Stedelijk Museum Breda has made this selection from a range
of world-famous paintings in the collection.
Website: https://www.stedelijkmuseumbreda.nl/nl/programma/prado-in-breda

Stedelijk Museum Breda
Stedelijk Museum Breda is the ideal starting point for anyone who wants to discover the
art and history of Breda and its surroundings. In addition to an overview of its rich
collection, the museum shows changing exhibitions. And the participation programme
NEXT is intended for collaborations with partners and communities from the city itself.
This versatile program draws a broad and national audience to Stedelijk Museum Breda.
In the conviction that Breda as an art and heritage city has more to offer than has been
observed in recent years, a transhistorical way of working and presenting is investigated.
In line with this, it is important for Stedelijk Museum Breda to ask artists to reflect on the
collection and stories from the city from an international perspective. This way of
working and looking at art has already been initiated with regional artists and is now
being broadened to an international practice.
Website: www.stedelijkmuseumbreda.nl

Marjolein van de Ven
Marjolein van de Ven is conservator of modern and contemporary art at Stedelijk
Museum Breda. Ze was educated as industrial designer (TU Delft), artist (KABK, Den
Haag), and art historian (VU, Amsterdam). At Stedelijk Museum Breda she recently
created the exhibitions Van vroeg tot laat - de voorstellingen van Teun Hocks (2019), Martin
en Inge Riebeek - Save Me From This Cold (2020), and Marenne Welten - House of Men
(2021), and she developed projects such as Project Binnenruimte, and Brieven uit Spanje
(by Carme Nogueira and Elena Prado in collaboration with Witte Rook), and Bij/Na (in
collaboration with St. Joost School of Art & Design and Van Gogh Gallery). Marjolein is
also editor at art magazine Tubelight, and a board member for AIR platform Brabant and
Stichting
Kunstvlaai.
Website:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marjolein-van-de-ven87861a8/

Sarah Rose Guitian Nederlof
Sarah Rose Guitian Nederlof (1993) was born and raised in Spain. After moving to The
Netherlands in 2012, she began exploring the differences and similarities between her
two cultural backgrounds. Observing people's behavior and the, often overlooked, traces
they leave behind in public space, served as an exercise for self-reflection and
familiarization in her work. Her work comes together in the form of spatial installations,
where the different mediums she works with —photography, video, sound, text,
sculpture, and recently performance— complement each other. Her practice revolves
around themes such as: material culture, garbology, bicultural identity and
belongingness.
Website: https://thedetailhunter.com/

Agustín Pérez Rubio
Agustín Pérez Rubio (Valencia, Spain 1972) is a historian, professor, curator and
researcher with extensive curatorial work, who has curated more than 150 shows in
museums and institutions in Latin America and Europe. He has resolved to rethink
decoloniality, both in the field of museums and in that of dissident sexual practices
based on feminist and queer theory. Together with María Berríos, Lisette Lagnado and
Renata Cervetto, he was the curator of the 11th Berlin Biennale (2019-20). Previously he
had been the curator of the Chile Pavilion and the 58th Biennale di Venezia (2019). He
also was the Artistic Director of the MALBA (Buenos Aires, 2014-18), the Chief Curator
and Director of the MUSAC (Leon, 2003-13) and a Member of the Board of the CIMAM
and the Istanbul Biennial (2017-22). He received the honor of being a guest professor at
Kunst in Kontext Institute (UdK, Berlin University of the Arts, 2019-20). Currently, he is
curating the first retrospective in Europe of Asian-American artist Martin Wong for
CA2M, Madrid; KW, Berlin; Candem Art Center, London and Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam (2022- 2023), and the first major publication on the work of Chilean artist
Francisco Copello, among other projects.
Website: https://curatorsintl.org/about/collaborators/5494-agustn-prez-rubio

Studiocomplex Overakkerstraat
Iris Bouwmeester
Iris Bouwmeester creates sculptures inspired by natural processes such as arising,
growing, mutating and withering. Working both with organic and industrial materials, she
seeks forms and techniques that would reflect the character and possibilities of the
material. As a result, her sculptures simultaneously evoke geological and biological
phenomena and fantastic extra-terrestrial creatures.
In 1993 she graduated at the sculpture department of AKV|St.Joost Academy Breda. In
2010 she obtained her master's degree at the Sandberg Institute in Amsterdam. In
recent years she has exhibited in artists' initiatives, galleries, museums and at festivals
and fairs in the Netherlands and abroad. In addition, she had working periods in, among
others, the European Ceramic Work Center and visited various guest studios in Norway,
France, England and Spain. Her work can also be seen in public space.
During her studies Bouwmeester started organizing exhibitions with artists' run
collective Stichting Rosa, a collective with which she made numeral exhibitions. Since
2014 she is one of the initiators of Club Solo Breda. Iris is a tutor at the Art & Research
department of the academy for art & design Sint Joost in Den Bosch (NL) Since 2015, in
addition to her individual work, she has collaborated with composer Dyane Donck on
various multimedia installations under the name BouwmeesterDonck. Bouwmeester
lives and works in Breda in the south of the Netherlands.
Website: www.irisbouwmeester.com

Thomas Bakker
"Strongly influenced by cinema and architecture my site-specific installations show
constant research into narrative and space. I see filmed material as an extension and
instant (re)presentation of my thinking. My temporary installations are assembled from
pictures, projected slides, video and 16 mm film fragments and combined with everyday
objects and their surroundings. I use the formal and restricted exhibition space as a
studio to create a synthesis between alertness; being in a new place and the informal
attitude that comes along with getting to know it; walking around aimlessly and
exploring. This paradox of curiosity and disinterest works for me both as an artist and a
visitor. I combine the process of production and exhibition making with the intent to
question the status of the sketch and the final piece. The result however is presented in
a clear and formal way. I clean up and let the space show my work and itself. I relate with
the motives and practices of artists that use the process of transformation and
(re)location as their main source of inspiration or even as conceptual and material
resource. Besides my own practice I feel the need and urgency to connect and organize
exhibitions with and for other artists. Examples are the exhibition Parkplatz and artist
run space Club Solo."
Thomas Bakker earned his Bachelorʼs degree from AKV|St.Joost, Breda and his MFA in
2002 from the Sandberg Institute, Amsterdam where he majored in Sculpture and New
Media. Bakkerʼs work has been shown at Post CS-Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, Van
Abbemuseum Eindhoven, Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, Centraal Museum Utrecht,
Museum De Beijerd, Breda, Stedelijk Museum Breda, Middelheimmuseum Antwerp (BE).
Neue Galerie München (DE), Glasgow Sculpture Studios, (UK), LOOP Video Art, Barcelona
(ES), and at several art initiatives and residencies in and outside of the Netherlands. He
initiated the artist-run space Club Solo, Breda in 2014 and currently teaches at the
Master Institute of Visual Cultures. Website: https://thomasbakker.com/

Arjan Janssen
"You might be inclined to say that Arjan Janssen - who was born in Eindhoven in 1965
and lives and works in Breda (in the Netherlands) - creates in his drawings and paintings,
his own probable universe. That is probably true for all artists, but in his case the focus
on his visual world is actually a quality in itself. After all, his work is both abstract and
serene and seems to free itself from the so-called reality around it. In each of his works,
he creates his individual aestheticism by using a unique structure of stripes and lines,
massive or dynamic compositions.
And yet a number of demarcations are firmly embedded in the composition of his visual
art. He uses brushstrokes and chalk to create vertical and horizontal lines as well as
patterns which repeat themselves at intervals as aligned grids, columns or flexible forms.
These are self-imposed boundaries and rules that form an internal framework,
constructions that can be free-flowing and can go in any random direction, yet by
definition do not contain, by any stretch of the imagination, an identifiable reference to
anything whatsoever.
Shortly after graduating from Sint Joost in Breda (1985-1990), Arjan Janssen abandoned
the path of figurative art early in his career. In his work, solid imagery is time and again
recaptured in an abstract, geometrical or minimalist way as a permanent theme, as a
succession of shades of black and white and more recently with shades of colour which
are being intuitively and faithfully explored in his visual search for the essentials."
(Excerpt from a text by Els Wuyts, April 2020). Website: www.arjanjanssen.com

Studiocomplex De School
Bo Stokkermans
bostokkermans1995 is of its time. Being one of many who was born into conditions
(Tilburg-Netherlands) and who continuously tries to survive and (ex)change, his work is
based on the performative makeability of living. Website: https://bostokkermans.online/

Emmie Liebregts
Emmie Liebregts (Tilburg, 1996) graduated from St.Joost School of Art & Design in Breda
in 2020. She makes sculptures and installations based on human bodily experience.
Website: https://emmieliebregts.com/

INBLIK Radio
INBLIK Radio is a platform and space for artistic research, founded in January 2020. They
create live radio and podcasts in collaboration with other artists, collectives, and
communities. INBLIK positions itself on the borders between media and art. They
question the radio medium by using an experimental attitude that originates from the
arts. A podcast episode is allowed to be less comfortable or unconventional, because in
this unaccustomed attitude, we can learn a lot about each other and the world around
us. INBLIK Radio consists of Sofie Hollander and Jetske van Dorp. Website:
https://inblikradio.nl/

Fenna Koot
Fenna Koot (Delft, 1996) graduated from St. Joost School of Art & Design in Breda in
2020. Her sculptural work responds to social and architectural constructions from living
environments, both present and perishing, both concrete and abstract. Website:
http://www.fennakoot.com/

Program 's-Hertogenbosch

11:00 – 11:30 Het Noordbrabants Museum:
Reception
11:30 – 13:00 Het Noordbrabants Museum:
Lectures by Fernando Sánchez Castillo and Susanna Inglada
13:00 - 13:20 Westwal:
‘Anamnesis’ Fernando Sánchez Castillo
13:30 – 14:15 Het werkwarenhuis:
Lunch
14:15 – 15:15 City Centre:
Historical tour with city guides
15:30 – 17:00 Willem Twee Kunstruimte + Tramkade:
Exhibition 'Beyond Printed Matter' plus studio visits and drinks

Het Noordbrabants Museum
Located in the centuries-old historical center of ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Het Noordbrabants
Museum is a contemporary museum for art, history, and culture.
Changing exhibitions
We bring our exhibitions to life in grand, eighteenth-century palace rooms and modern
exhibition spaces. We exhibit international art and give young, talented artists a
springboard for their work. Whether they come from Brabant, London, or New York:
what unites them is the inspiring story behind their work.
Always on show
We tell the story about Brabant’s past and present. Our permanent collection features
high-profile works by masters such as Vincent van Gogh, Jan Sluijters, and the Bruegel
family. However, we also exhibit a broad collection of contemporary work by artists from
Brabant.
Endless discovery
Together with Design Museum Den Bosch, we form the ‘Museumkwartier ’sHertogenbosch’ (‘s-Hertogenbosch Museum Quarter), one of the largest museum
complexes in the Netherlands. We are located in the middle of the old town of ‘sHertogenbosch. With over 5,000 m2 of exhibition space, a modern brasserie, a museum
shop, and a beautiful courtyard garden, there is always something to discover.
Website: https://www.hetnoordbrabantsmuseum.nl/

Charlotte Hoitsma
Charlotte Hoitsma is conservator at Het Noordbrabants Museum, where she focuses on
modern and contemporary art. She graduated cum laude from her Research Master at
the University of Utrecht. After her graduation, she worked at Keep an Eye Foundation
as a project leader, and later as junior conservator at the Stedelijk Museum Alkmaar.
Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/charlotte-hoitsma-b69bb4131/

Fernando Sánchez Castillo
Fernando Sánchez Castillo studied Fine Arts at the University of Complutense Madrid
(UCM) and holds a master's degree in philosophy and aesthetics at University Autónoma
Madrid. He was a resident for the investigation program at ENSBA París and at the
Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. He is also part of the Research Team of United Nations
Geneva, PIMPA (Memory , Politics and Art Practices) Sánchez Castillo develops a multiangle critique of the monumental discourse in which he disarticulates its agencies of
power and representation. His work is an attempt to rewrite history’s accounts, or at
least to make us more aware of its complexities and traces, and to show that it, history,
is constructed from many positions of power. Recent and current exhibition projects
include the solo shows: “Tltaelolco Winter Games” at Kunstraum Innsbruck (2016), “Hoy
también hizo un día soleado”, Sala Siqueiros, SAPS, Mexico DF (2016), “Introduction of
the Stone of Madness”, Stedelijk Museum Den Bosch, NL (2016), “Más allá.” CA2M,
Madrid , SP, (2015). His work is included in the collections of the Centre Georges
Pompidou, Centro de Arte Reina Sofía , MUDAM, Luxembourg, Fundacion NMAC,
Rabobank ,Caldic Collection, CA2M, Utrecht central Museum Nl, Skisernass Museum
Lund. Perez Projects Museum , Miami, U.S.A.
Website: https://www.tegenboschvanvreden.com/artist/fernando-sanchez-castillo/

Susanna Inglada
Susanna Inglada (Banyeres del Penedés, 1983) lives and works in Amsterdam.
She obtained a Fine Arts BA at the University of Barcelona (ES) in 2009, followed in 2013
by a Master’s degree from Frank Mohr Institute Groningen (NL) and a postgraduate in
2018 at HISK, Gent (BE). She received The Spanish Generaciones Award in Madrid (2019)
and the Scheffer Award from Dordrechts Museum (2020). Inglada has been supported
by several grants from Mondriaan Fonds (NL). Recent solo exhibitions include ‘Ojos de
oro’ in Museum Folkwang in Essen in 2017 (DE) and ‘What are you looking at’ in Drawing
Center Diepenheim 2022 (NL), and she has exhibited in several countries such as
France, Spain, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and Czech Republic.
Website: https://susannainglada.com/si/about/

Photo: Saskia Hardus

Werkwarenhuis
In 2013, Studio Boot and C-mone sat at the table with the Municipality of Den Bosch to
insert new life into a ‘no go area’. The former factory, De Heus will be transformed in ten
years time. Petra Janssen, Edwin Vollebergh (Studio Boot), and Simone Kramer (C-mone)
named the transformable area Tramkade, and named the building in the middle of the
factory terrain the Werkwarenhuis. In 2015 they received the key and the transformation
started. After five years, the ‘no go area’ was transformed to a ‘place to be’ and appeared
in several (inter)national publications. The initiators received multiple nominations and
awards, among which the Dutch Design Award Habitat for designing a human-based,
appealing environment (2019), and a nomination for the Erfgoedprijs with the
Werkwarenhuis as ‘Monument for the Future’(2018). Halfway during the experiment,
they succeeded to retain the Werkwarenhuis, and with this also the industrial heritage
complex. After the experiment in 2025, the Werkwarenhuis will remain to exist as a
building in the new district ‘Bossche Stadsdelta’. The sustainable value of temporarity is
hereby demonstrated.
Website: https://werkwarenhuis.nl/

City guides
Marijke van Druenen
Marijke van Druenen was born and raised in Den Bosch, and since 2000 she has been a
city tour guide at the VVV Den Bosch. With pleasure, she takes visitors to the most
beautiful spots of Den Bosch, tells them about the history of this city, and gives them a
taste of the atmosphere and culture.

Anneke Mulder
After living in Mozambique, Africa for 10 years, Anneke Mulder moved to Den Bosch.
Despite living here for over 35 years, she is still in love with this beautiful city. Having
followed several courses on Boschologie (a study on Den Bosch) and being educated as
a cityguide, she gladly shares her love and knowledge on Den Bosch and its ‘gezelligheid’
with you. Besides this, she used to work in Development coordination, and currently she
is also active in translating Portuguese literature.

Willem Twee Kunstruimte
Willem Twee Kunstruimte is a space for the development and presentation of
contemporary art, settled in the former Willem II cigar factory in ‘s-Hertogenbosch. The
art space is part of Stichting Willem Twee music and art, which also Willem Twee
Poppodium, Willem Twee Toonzaal, and Willem Twee Studios are a part of. Every year,
twelve exhibitions are organized in two different locations in the building. The industrial
architecture of the large exhibition space on the first floor, challenges artists to show
their work in an unconventional way, or adjust it to fit the space. The exhibition program
focuses on installation art and site-specific artprojects. In the Spiegelzaal, also the
entrance of the building, work of (mainly young) artists is shown that have a connection
to the city or region. The program of the Spiegelzaal is composed by two junior curators,
who work here for a period of two years and are accompanied by the head curator. This
makes WIllem Twee a starting point for young art professionals, as well as an accessible
platform for artists to exhibit their work to a broad audience. Because of the
interdisciplinary character of Willem Twee, in which music and art come together under
one roof, the program has special attention for projects and works that are in-between
the borders of art and music.
Website: www.willem-twee.nl

Masha van Vliet
Masha van Vliet is curator at Willem Twee Kunstruimte in Den Bosch. Besides this, she is
involved as editor and writer at art magazine Tubelight and Kunstfort in Vijfhuizen. She
studied Art History at the University of Utrecht, and Museum Studies at the Vrije
University in Amsterdam. Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/masha-van-vliet95027b20/

Exhibition 'Beyond Printed Matter'
Hadassah Emmerich, May Heek, An Onghena & Jivan van der Ende, Dries Segers, Sissel
Marie Tonn, Rob Voerman, Sjoerd Westbroek
June 4 – July 17, 2022
In Beyond Printed Matter, eight artists demonstrate the far-reaching possibilities of print
making on large scale. Each in their own way, they experiment with various graphic
techniques, such as screen printing, linocut and cyanotype, and incorporate these into
installations, sculptures, paintings and performances.
Thematically the different works stand on their own, but put together in the space they
naturally go into dialogue with each other. While for some the graphic process or the
material itself becomes the subject – as in the work of Dries Segers and An Onghena –
the medium is extremely suitable for others for imagining stories and opening up other
worlds, as is the case with Sissel Marie Tonn and Rob Voerman. For Sjoerd Westbroek
and Hadassah Emmerich, experimenting with reproducible graphic techniques led to
the creation of unique work. May Heek zooms in on the graphic surface to demonstrate
the effect of images as carriers of meaning.
Beyond Printed Matter is a collaboration between Willem Twee Kunstruimte and
Grafisch Atelier Den Bosch and is part of a biennial series of exhibitions revolving
around print making.

Joost van Wijmen
The ENCOUNTER foundation // Joost van Wijmen researches the impact of bodily
changes on identity, social interaction and wellbeing. This social design project consists
of designed encounters in which the changing body is the starting point to raise
awareness. By depicting the personal stories of health and care recipients and making
them open to discussion, topics such as intimacy, vulnerability and loss are shown,
discussed and shared.Website: www.project-encounter.nl

Isamo Thissen
Isamo Thissen is a mixed-media artist with a preference for working with textile. Thread
by thread, she examines the landscape from a bird’s eye view. Doing so, she tries to find
the beauty that can reveal itself through the calamitous, in order to bring what escapes
our view to the surface. In her work she uses several crafting techniques. She aims to
push the boundaries of embroidery, weaving, spinning, paper making and felting.
Precisely because she does not focus too much on how these techniques should be
used, her own interpretation and application of techniques and material unfolds.
Website: www.isamothissen.com

Lisetteh
Lisetteh critically examines the world around her, as a starting point for her work. Many
shapes, sizes, tones and materials are combined to create a new story, a new work.
Through mixing different techniques and materials, such as collages, drawings,
installations and graphic techniques, she creates an absurd reality in which nothing is
what it seems. It is a place where definitions have to be reconsidered, cleared from past
luggage. It is a dynamic and flexible world where unexpected meetings take place. She
offers the spectator an opportunity to see things in new perspectives and to value the
open ending. Website: www.lisetteh.com

Gijs van Lith
In Van Lith's latest series of work he explores the idea of permanence. He finds both
beauty in the attempt to leave your footprint and struggles with that same idea. Van Lith
applies and removes paint, he excavates his painterly actions by 'digging' them out with
a belt-sander and erases them. This causes the painting to bleed through the canvas. In
his process, there is no difference between front and back of the painting; it becomes an
interaction and interplay between positions and surfaces. Back- and foreground swap
places, which gives Van Lith freedom in his artistic process, in which the painterly
gestures are both positive and negative spaces within the work. As such, they become
visual handles that submerge from the linen. Website: https://www.gijsvanlith.nl/

Locations
Utrecht
Domtoren: Domplein 21, 3512 JC Utrecht
Kunstliefde: Nobelstraat 12A, 3512 EN Utrecht
De Nijverheid Nijverheidskade 15, 3534 AZ Utrecht
Instituto Cervantes: Domplein 3, 3512 JC Utrecht

Breda
Witte Rook: Stationslaan 111, 4815 GW Breda
Stadspark Valkenberg: J.F. Kennedylaan, 4811 XJ Breda
Stedelijk Museum Breda: Boschstraat 22, 4811 GH Breda
Studiocomplex Overakkerstraat: Overakkerstraat 192, 4834XP Breda
Studiocomplex De School: Rijnesteinstraat 1, 4834 LB Breda

's-Hertogenbosch
Het Noordbrabants Museum: Verwersstraat 41, 5211 HT 's-Hertogenbosch
Het Werkwarenhuis: Tramkade 20-24, 5211 VB 's-Hertogenbosch
Willem Twee Kunstruimte: Boschdijkstraat 100, 5211 VD 's-Hertogenbosch
Gijs van Lith (Studio Boot): Van Tuldenstraat 2, 5211 TG 's-Hertogenbosch.

Contact list
For general questions about the program, please e-mail info@witterook.nu
For more pressing manners, you may also reach out to the project producers.
Esther van Rosmalen (Utrecht, Breda, ‘s-Hertogenbosch)
Artistic director at Witte Rook
Esther@witterook.nu
0620796294
Roeliena Aukema (Utrecht, Breda)
Project coordinator at Witte Rook
Roeliena@witterook.nu
0638351799
Eef Schoolmeesters (Breda, 's-Hertogenbosch)
Project coordinator at Witte Rook
Eef@witterook.nu
0613320383
They will gladly answer any questions or connect you to the right party.

